Surface Solutions
FOR THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT

DESIGNS AVAILABLE IN:

nevamar.
pionite.
At Panolam, we understand the positive impact good design has both mentally and physically. A well designed space can reduce stress, improve our well-being and help expedite the healing process. However, creating a comfortable, patient-oriented environment that is equally efficient as it is appealing is one of the key challenges in today’s healthcare industry. That challenge is what motivates us to create the most relevant and forward-conscious color palettes and designs offered to help fulfill your vision for the project at hand.

We are more energized and committed than ever to inspire you with the broadest range of surface options and designs in the marketplace. Panolam’s products are engineered to bring your vision to life by offering:

- Trend forward designs
- Long lasting style
- High-impact resistant
- Easy to clean
- Chemical resistant
- Class A fire rated for flame spread
- Higher resistance to scuffing and marring
- Ease of installation and job-site workability
Hallway
FRL® panels are patented and provide high-impact protection 13 times higher than rigid vinyl and substantially lower smoke and flame spread than other competitive products. With a wide range of colors available, you can also expand your creative vision with our in-house custom digital graphics. Ideal for wall murals, feature walls, headwalls, wayfinding and elevator cabs.
In virtually every area of today’s healthcare facilities, Panolam has a surfacing solution to meet or exceed your requirements.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- Cabinets
- Case Goods
- Countertops
- Doors
- Elevators
- Furniture
- Hallways
- Headwall
- Marker board
- Restroom Partitions
- Retail Displays
- Tabletops
- Wainscoting
- Walls
- Wayfinding

1. **HPL**
   - High Pressure Laminate
   - Among our most versatile surfaces which is strong and durable, yet flexible and easy to fabricate. It makes a great choice for a range of interior horizontal and vertical applications where an attractive, yet resilient, surface solution is required.

2. **FRL®**
   - Fiber Reinforced Laminate
   - Uses fire rated, patented fiberglass technology to fortify wall panels against impact damage and excessive wear-and-tear offering exceptional cleanability. FRL® is the ideal wall panel for high-traffic environments that need to be aesthetically pleasing and easy to maintain.

3. **TFL**
   - Thermally Fused Laminate
   - Coordinates with our HPL, offering trend forward designs while delivering unparalleled durability and savings you deserve.

4. **ChemGuard HPL**
   - Provides the decorative features of our stylish high pressure laminates with a chemical resistant coating that protects against acids and other caustic compounds.

5. **ThickLam™ HPL**
   - Designed for applications where the decorative surface must contribute to the structural stability of the finished assembly and available with decorative paper on one or both sides.

6. **Fire Rated HPL**
   - Possesses all the same style and performance features as our standard laminates with additional protection against combustion and smoke.

7. **FRP**
   - Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic
   - Strong, impact and stain resistant composite material that is an ideal surface for high-use commercial settings and service areas that depend on sanitary conditions.

---

**Dental Office**
By combining HPL and TFL in a dental office or exam room, you can offer patients a relaxing, well-designed setting that reduces stress while making it a safe, operationally efficient and affordable.

**Lab**
Panolam’s ThickLam™ laminate with ChemGuard, offers unparalleled protection of lab countertops with chemical resistant properties throughout its thickness. Combined with Panolam’s FRP, you have the durability for high-use settings and service areas that depend on sanitary conditions.
Patient Room
You can coordinate our HPL, TFL and FRL to create a calming, patient-oriented environment while assuring easy maintenance, functionality and long-lasting performance.

Lobby / Waiting Area
Visitors, patients and staff are welcomed into a space that is trend forward and comfortable, while enhancing the confidence of care.
Panolam is committed to preserving our environment and enhancing the quality of life in the communities we serve. We continue to work for greater awareness about the environment and the importance of responsible building practices among our employees, customers and suppliers. All colors and designs are available as FSC® certified products.

Bringing More to the Surface™

To learn more about surface solutions for the healthcare environment, contact your representative or local distributor today.